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The Coalition lost in Victoria and looks like doing less well than expected in Queensland and New South Wales. Peter Clarke discusses why, and what it says about the Liberal Party, with Brian Costar, Sally Young and Peter Brent

Three to go: Queensland premier Campbell Newman, NSW premier Mike Baird and prime minister Tony Abbott embark on an early morning run at Parliament House before the Council of Australian Governments meeting last May. Lukas Coch/AAP Image
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The Coalition’s loss of government in Victoria after a single term upended conventional wisdom about Australian elections. With two more state elections looming, and the federal government languishing in the polls, political scientists Brian Costar, Sally Young and Peter Brent discuss the underlying issues with Inside Story’s Peter Clarke.

• Inside Story published before August 2016 are now archived in iTunes – just click here and scroll down the list of titles in reverse chronological order.

• Brian Costar is professor of politics in the Swinburne Institute for Social Research.

• Sally Young is Associate Professor and Reader in Political Science at the University of Melbourne.

• Peter Brent blogs on politics and polls at Mumble.
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Peter Clarke

Peter Clarke is a Melbourne-based webcaster, writer and educator who teaches at RMIT and Melbourne universities. He pioneered national talkback on Australian radio as the inaugural presenter of Offspring (now Life Matters) on ABC Radio National.
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The polls are showing how far the Coalition has drifted from the mainstream, writes Peter Browne. The problems go back to well before the May budget.

Mind the gap: education minister Christopher Pyne, prime minister Tony Abbott and treasurer Joe Hockey arrive for question time at Parliament House in Canberra on Wednesday amid speculation about the fate of the government’s $7 GP co-payment. Lukas Coch/AAP Image